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Who will the Public Blame
when the World Financial

Crisis Strikes?
by Jeremy James

We have been predicting for several years that the Illuminati have planned a major

crisis in the world financial system in order to concentrate more power in the hands of

the Elite. This will not be a straightforward market crash (or ‘correction’) akin to those

of 2000 and 2008, where cyclical factors were exploited by those with inside

knowledge to make windfall profits. This one will be different, unlike any we have seen

before. It will even exceed the crash of 1929, which was deliberately engineered by the

international banking cartel in order to create the conditions needed to start another

world war. Which it duly did.

The Planned Collapse of the International Banking System
Given the preparations that have been made to date, the coming crash will strike with

great force and bring down the international banking system. Anyone who has money

in the system will lose most of it. The recriminations will be immense, and masses of

angry people will be looking for someone to blame.

We won’t explore in this paper the kind of damage it will do. Suffice it to say that it will

push huge numbers of people, especially those in the middle class, below the poverty

line. International trade will contract suddenly and make it impossible for many

companies to continue operating. The impact will be so great that most people,

including the economic pundits on television, will have difficulty comprehending its

severity and will expect it to level off after an initial wave of tumultuous events. But it

won’t.
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Why is this? The answer is debt, staggering levels of debt, across all developed

economies. It is not just debt levels at federal and state level, but corporate debt,

municipal debt, and household debt. The crash of 2008 should have seen a major

correction in debt imbalances, with all the pain that goes with such a correction. The

worldwide recession would have lasted ten years or more and resulted in immense

suffering for many. But it was not allowed to play out naturally. Instead the

international bankers decided to forestall the inevitable collapse in output by greatly

increasing the money supply. They did not do this in the US only, but right across the

world economy. The Federal Reserve added trillions of dollars to the national debt (It

was about $8 trillion then. It is now around $22 trillion.) Further trillions were added

in Euro, Yen, Yuan and Sterling. The entire world economy over the past ten years has

been kept afloat artificially by ‘quantitative easing’ on a scale that no 19th century

economist had ever imagined.

The hidden hand is much bigger than we think.

The real culprits
The appalling severity of the coming crash will be due entirely to this insane decision

by the international bankers. The families who own the really big banks also own (or

control) the central banks and the mainstream media. This is why no-one of stature –

as far as the public is concerned – has been warning of the coming debacle or the

grossly irresponsible policies behind it.

For the world Elite, who have been working toward this goal for a long time, the

program is proceeding according to the schedule set in 1988. In addition to destroying

traditional currencies and the systems built around them, thereby facilitating the

introduction of a world currency, plus a world government to oversee its operation,

the Elite will reap a gargantuan windfall as accrued debts – at all levels – are paid off

in hard assets. Since asset prices themselves will be falling, the amount of middle-class

wealth that will end up in the hands of the few is unimaginable.
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The only big challenge for the Elite is ensuring that the blame falls on others, not on

the central bankers. For them it is vital that the public believes the phony explanation,

or set of explanatory factors, that their leaders will offer when the crisis strikes. They

will want to harness all that anger and direct it to their own advantage. The public

must be left with sufficient residual confidence in the ‘establishment’ to accept the

solutions that the Elite will then offer – a one world currency (in electronic form) and

a one world government.

Trump’s trade war with China
Some commentators on the Internet are suggesting that President Trump’s trade war

with China will be allowed to escalate to the point where the Chinese retaliate in ways

that threaten the stability of the dollar. In other words, Trump, a devoted servant of

the New World Order cartel, is deliberately fomenting a trade war with this in view.

We believe that this is exactly what is happening, but as an explanation of the coming

crash and the scale of the carnage that will result, it may not go far enough.

China is not a cute and cuddly bear.

The Elite need a stronger explanation, preferably one that places the blame on

ordinary people. The sense of guilt that will result can then be used to further

demoralize the victim. It would be better still if the public – or a sizeable population –

actually voted on a course of action which seemingly led directly to the coming

collapse. It is a mark of the dark genius of the Illuminati that they have come up with,

not just one such scenario, but two.

We have already drawn attention to one of these in previous papers, the latest being

#173, The Unfolding Constitutional Crisis (in the US). By voting for a maverick

outsider with a track record brimming with acts of bravura and egotism, the American

people have stymied themselves with Donald Trump, a man whose erratic behavior

can and will result in a predetermined series of ill-conceived and destructive national

policy decisions.
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The insane saga known as ‘Brexit’
The other instance of a popular vote leading to a potential disaster is Brexit. The

proposed withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the European Union has looked like

a set-up from the time it was first proposed. Prime Minister Cameron was under no

pressure to do so when, in the lead-up to the General Election in 2015, he promised a

referendum on EU membership. No serious politician would have made a

commitment of this kind unless it had been approved by major players behind the

scenes. What is more, if he had acted presumptuously, his advisers would have done

everything they could after the election to defer the referendum indefinitely or to find

some plausible reason to renege on the promise. Furthermore, it is inconceivable that

British industry would have agreed to a referendum without a thorough analysis of the

trade implications of a departure (which shows that the decision to go ahead with

Brexit was taken at the highest level). Whitehall, too, would never have tolerated such

a measure without at least a minimum period of consultation with the sectors most

affected and publication of a White Paper (as a basis for debating a major policy

decision).

The predatory Elite are difficult to see.

The decision to offer a referendum was farcical, as was the subsequent decision to go

ahead with it without any preliminary research to see what its immediate impact might

be.

The absurdities continued after the referendum was held when it transpired that the

UK government had not given any serious thought to the prospect that the electorate

might actually vote to leave the EU. They continued in this vein over the next two years

as basic questions were left unanswered. In fact, for much of that time many of the

basic questions weren’t even asked!
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So, what is really going on?
When it comes to handling international policy matters of this kind, the British have

no equal. Yet we are now expected to believe that this ongoing fiasco, where the current

Prime Minister, Mrs May, is left running back and forth across Europe like a startled

rabbit, has arisen purely through incompetence or neglect or a mixture of both. Even

experienced politicians in Westminster, who are usually able to muster one or two

paternal and reassuring voices in a crisis, are strangely tongue-tied.

Such bewildering ineptitude, over so long a period, has no precedent in recent British

history. Its leaders are not facing a single problem which could not have been foreseen

before the referendum. So, what is really going on?

Until now it has appeared that the Elite wanted to take the UK out of Europe so that

the continental members could be more readily welded into a federal union controlled

from Berlin. In doing so, they would also create a further layer of chaos within the EU

to add to those already undermining the independence and security of member states.

Brexit as a trigger event
Events in recent weeks, however, would suggest that Brexit may have been designed

to provoke a crisis in the European banking system. London is the hub of that system

and by far the dominant player in the international derivatives market. If it is as

unprepared for Brexit as other sectors of the British economy seem to be, then

‘misunderstandings’ between senior banking personnel in London and their

counterparts in Frankfurt, say, could have very unpleasant consequences. It would not

take many mistakes of the right kind to trigger a chain of events that could spiral out

of control.
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If a lame duck like Deutsche Bank, for example, were exposed to a sudden reversal in

the market on foot of a serious error in London, it could slide over a cliff before Berlin

had time to intervene. Deutsche Bank is dangerously under-capitalized and heavily

embroiled in many illegal financial activities, to the point where public confidence in

its ability to continue trading in a crisis is at an all-time low. The European banking

system is so closely interlinked, so seriously under-capitalised, and so heavily

burdened by non-performing loans, that the ‘contagion’ that many have long predicted

(and feared) will have its trigger event.

Within 4-6 weeks of a sharp contraction in the value of the Euro, other heavily

indebted economies – not just the banks – would come under severe pressure. The

most indebted of the major economies is Japan, with a startling debt-to-GDP ratio of

253 percent. Since it has long exhausted its monetary policy options, it would likely be

the first country outside the EU to enter crisis mode. About 4-6 weeks after the Yen

collapsed, the US dollar would come under intolerable strain. If, at the same time,

China started to dump its stock of US Treasuries – possibly as one of its retaliatory

measures in Trump’s trade war – the dollar would tumble and the stock market, and

more importantly the bond market, would soon follow.

So, if such a scenario were to unfold, who would take the blame? Answer: The

American electorate (for putting in Trump) and the British electorate (for approving

Brexit). It would not occur to anyone to blame the real culprits, the central banking

system and the secretive cartel who control it.

CONCLUSION
The Word of God warns again and again of the avarice and deviousness of these people,

of their love of money (“the root of all evil”), of the pleasure they get from stealing

from the poor and less well off, and of their ability to use “wicked balances” (Micah

6:11) to enrich themselves in trade and commerce. The Word of God also warns of the

risks we take when we become financially indebted to another, especially a stranger.

Alas, the church today has wandered far from the literal truth of God’s Word. These

warnings are largely forgotten and so “the simple pass on, and are punished.”

(Proverbs 22:3 and 27:12)

______________________

Jeremy James

Ireland

December 16, 2018
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- SPECIAL REQUEST -

Regular readers are encouraged to download the papers on this

website for safekeeping and future reference. They may not always

be available. We are rapidly moving into an era where material of

this kind may be obtained only via email. Readers who wish to be

included on a future mailing list are welcome to contact me at

jeremypauljames@gmail.com. A name is not required, just an email

address.

For further information visit www.zephaniah.eu
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